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nihongi chronicles of japan from the earliest times to a d 697 often called the nihonshoki is one of japan s great classics of literature regarded as one of

the seminal original authorities on the mythology and ancient history of japan it remains as fresh today as when it was written in the eighth century it

provides a vivid picture of a nation in formation in the nihongi we see the growth of national awareness following the assimilation of buddhism and the

general chinese and indian influence on japanese culture before its history stretch the mysterious archaeological ages of jomon and yayoi from the first

chapter the age of the gods the fantastic world of ancient japan is laid before us ritual myth and superstition meet with bare feet and folk custom strong

emotions and conflict are seen surging in japan s antiquity few historical documents are as human as the nihongi for a thousand years emperors

scholars courtiers and imperial historians have found in the nihongi knowledge and guidance it remains a key to early japan a gateway to the actual old

japan the translator of the nihongi william george aston pioneered the translation of japanese into english preface part i beginnings and foundations 1

early japan 2 the impact of continental civilization part ii aristocrats monks and samurai 3 the heian period 4 the kamakura period 5 the ashikaga

shogunate integration and disintegration part iii late traditional japan 6 the formation of a new order 7 the tokugawa shogunate the middle years part iv

japan in the modern world 8 endings and beginnings from tokugawa to meiji 9 the emergence of modern japan 1874 1894 10 imperial japan 18951931

11 militarism and war 12 the new japan afterword suggestions for further reading index in the world history of writing japan presents an unusually

detailed record of transition to literacy extant materials attest to the social cultural and political contexts and consequences of the advent of writing and

reading from the earliest appearance of imported artifacts with chinese inscriptions in the first century bce through the production of texts within the

japanese archipelago in the fifth century to the widespread literacies and the simultaneous rise of a full fledged state in the late seventh and eighth

centuries david b lurie explores the complex processes of adaptation and invention that defined the early japanese transition from orality to textuality
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drawing on archaeological and archival sources varying in content style and medium this book highlights the diverse modes and uses of writing that

coexisted in a variety of configurations among different social groups it offers new perspectives on the pragmatic contexts and varied natures of multiple

simultaneous literacies the relations between languages and systems of inscription and the aesthetic dimensions of writing lurie s investigation into the

textual practices of early japan illuminates not only the cultural history of east asia but also the broader comparative history of writing and literacy in the

ancient world in man yōshū and the imperial imagination in early japan torquil duthie examines the literary representation of the late seventh century

yamato court as a realm of all under heaven covering the period from before the emergence of the first political units through to the formation of the

japanese ritsuryo state in the 8th century this book offers a ground breaking scholarly diachronic analysis of tsumi offence and retribution from a politico

historical perspective taking as its starting point the native forms of tsumi in the realms of myth and prayer the study traces their development through

the periods of the formation of the state and the centralization of the governing structure to the introduction of a written law system of governing through

detailed and logical analysis this study illuminates early japanese political thought written and unwritten law and the essentially political notion of tsumi

for centuries scholars have wondered what daily life was like for the common people of japan especially for long bygone eras such as the ancient age

700 1150 using the discipline of historical demography william wayne farris shows that for most of this era japan s overall population hardly grew at all

hovering around six million for almost five hundred years the reasons for the stable population were complex most importantly japan was caught up in

an east asian pandemic that killed both aristocrat and commoner in countless numbers every generation these epidemics of smallpox measles mumps

and dysentery decimated the adult population resulting in wide ranging social and economic turmoil famine recurred about once every three years

leaving large proportions of the populace malnourished or dead ecological degradation of central japan led to an increased incidence of drought and soil

erosion and war led soldiers to murder innocent bystanders in droves under these harsh conditions agriculture suffered from high rates of field

abandonment and poor technological development both farming and industry shifted increasingly to labor saving technologies with workers at a premium

wages rose traders shifted from the use of money to barter cities disappeared the family was an amorphous entity with women holding high status in a

labor short economy broken families and an appallingly high rate of infant mortality were also part of kinship patterns the average family lived in a cold

drafty dwelling susceptible to fire wore clothing made of scratchy hemp consumed meals just barely adequate in the best of times and suffered from a
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lack of sanitary conditions that increased the likelihood of disease outbreak while life was harsh for almost all people from 700 to 1150 these

experiences represented investments in human capital that would bear fruit during the medieval epoch 1150 1600 the introduction of writing enables new

forms of literature but these can be invisible in works that survive as manuscripts through looking at inscriptions of poetry on garbage and as graffiti we

can glimpse how literature spread along with writing this study uses these lesser studied sources including inscriptions on pottery architecture and

especially wooden tablets known as mokkan to uncover how poetry and literature more broadly was used shared and thrown away in early japan

through looking at these disposable and informal sources we explore the development of early japanese literature and even propose parallels to similar

developments in other societies across space and time from tax and household registers law codes and other primary sources as well as recent

japanese sources william wayne farris has developed the first systematic scientific analysis of early japanese population including the role of disease in

economic development this work provides a comprehensive study of land clearance agricultural technology and rural settlement the function and nature

of ritsuryō institutions are reinterpreted within the revised demographic and economic setting farris s text is illustrated with maps population pyramids for

five localities and photographs and translations of portions of tax and household registers which throw further light on the demography and economy of

japan in the seventh eighth and ninth centuries this major new volume presents innovative recent scholarship on japan s modern history including its

imperial past and transregional entanglements an international team of leading scholars offer accessible and thought provoking essays that present an

expansive global vision of the archipelago s history from c 1868 to the twenty first century japan was the first non western society to become a modern

nation and empire to industrialize and to deliver a high standard of living to virtually all its citizens capturing international attention ever since these

japanese efforts to reshape global hierarchies powered a variety of debates and conflicts both at home and with people and places beyond japan s

shores drawing on the latest japanese and english language scholarship this volume highlights japan s distinctive and fast changing history this

examination of death rituals in early japan finds in the practice of double burial a key to understanding the taika era 645 710 a d drawing on narratives

and poems from the earliest japanese texts the kojiki the nihonshoki and the man yoshu an anthology of poetry it argues that double burial was the

center of a manipulation of myth and ritual for specific ideological and factional purposes this volume has significantly raised the standard of scholarship

on early japanese and man yoshu studies joseph kitagawa so convincing is the historical and religious thought displayed here it is impossible to imagine
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how anyone can ever again read these documents in the old way alan l miller the journal of religion a central resource for historians of early japan david

l barnhill history of religions this book examines the often troubled relationship between japan and china from a broad interdisciplinary perspective

utilising the expertise of chinese japanese and regional specialists working in a variety of fields this original work approaches the contemporary sources

of tensions between these two asian giants from several levels of analysis in particular the domestic state interface in both countries and the important

role of historical perceptions in the region are explored hagiographies or idealized biographies which recount the lives of saints bodhisattvas and other

charismatic figures have been the meeting place for myth and experience in medieval europe the lives of saints were read during liturgical celebrations

and the texts themselves were treated as sacred objects in japan it was believed that those who read the biographies of lofty monks would acquire merit

since hagiographies were written or compiled by believers the line between fantasy and reality was often obscured this study of the bodhisattva gyoki

regarded as the monk who started the largest social welfare movement in japan illustrates how japanese buddhist hagiographers chose to regard a

single monk s charitable activities as a miraculous achievement that shaped the course of japanese history based on fresh translations of historical

documents this volume offers a revealing look at japan during the time of the tokugawa shoguns from 1600 1868 focusing on the day to day lives of

both the rich and powerful and ordinary citizens voices of early modern japan contemporary accounts of daily life during the age of the shoguns spans

an extraordinary period of japanese history ranging from the unification of the warring states under tokugawa ieyasu in the early 17th century to the

overthrow of the shogunate just prior to the mid 19th century opening of japan by the west through close examinations of sources from a time known as

the great peace this fascinating volume offers fresh insights into the tokugawa era its political institutions rigid class hierarchy artistic and material culture

religious life and more sources come from all levels of japanese society everything from government documents and household records to personal

correspondence and diaries all carefully translated and examined in light of the latest scholarship from its early stories of gods monsters and

mischievous mythical creatures to its more grounded recountings of historical events this classic collection of the first literary efforts of the japanese

people is the preeminent source of knowledge about japanese antiquity first published in this translation in 1896 includes a history of the shinto

variations on the basic myths and legends of the nation and insight into the manners and customs of the early japanese students of folklore and

comparative religion as well as those of japanese history will find this an invaluable resource british japanologist and diplomat william george aston 1841
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1911 was one of the first europeans to acquire a working understanding of the japanese language he served in japan and korea in a variety of

diplomatic posts and authored among other works shinto the way of the gods and a history of japanese literature the first book that deals with the

territorial cults of early japan by focusing on how such cults were founded in ownerless regions numerous ancient japanese myths and legends are

discussed to show that the typical founding ritual was a two phase ritual that turned the territory into a horizontal microcosm complete with its own

terrestrial heaven inhabited by local deities reversing mircea eliade s popular thesis the author concludes that the concept of the human made horizontal

microcosm is not a reflection but the source of the religious concept of the macrocosm with gods dwelling high up in the sky the open access publication

of this book has been published with the support of the swiss national science foundation covering the period from before the emergence of the first

political units through to the formation of the japanese ritsuryo state in the 8th century this book offers a ground breaking scholarly diachronic analysis of

tsumi offence and retribution from a politico historical perspective taking as its starting point the native forms of tsumi in the realms of myth and prayer

the study traces their development through the periods of the formation of the state and the centralization of the governing structure to the introduction

of a written law system of governing through detailed and logical analysis this study illuminates early japanese political thought written and unwritten law

and the essentially political notion of tsumi the comic books that came out in the 1920s to get americans to read more comprised of many action and

super heroes such as batman superman and wonder woman since 1968 bruce lee playing kato and the green hornet in 1973 the movie enter the

dragon will introduce asian martial arts to the usa and the world this book will show the superhuman feats of the japanese archers psychologically and

physically and the records they achieved in my opinion these unsung people would be heroes today if more readers knew of these records that the

japanese have in their history the impact of the mental and physical is so extreme that this information hopefully will garner the wow factor based on

fresh translations of historical documents this volume offers a revealing look at japan during the time of the tokugawa shoguns from 1600 1868 focusing

on the day to day lives of both the rich and powerful and ordinary citizens voices of early modern japan contemporary accounts of daily life during the

age of the shoguns spans an extraordinary period of japanese history ranging from the unification of the warring states under tokugawa ieyasu in the

early 17th century to the overthrow of the shogunate just prior to the mid 19th century opening of japan by the west through close examinations of

sources from a time known as the great peace this fascinating volume offers fresh insights into the tokugawa era its political institutions rigid class
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hierarchy artistic and material culture religious life and more sources come from all levels of japanese society everything from government documents

and household records to personal correspondence and diaries all carefully translated and examined in light of the latest scholarship the nihon shoki

translated as the chronicles of japan is the second oldest book of classical japanese history the book is also called the nihongi the japanese chronicles it

is more elaborate and detailed than the kojiki the oldest book and has proven to be an important tool for historians and archaeologists as it includes the

most complete historical record of ancient japan the nihongi was finished in 720 ad under the editorial supervision of prince toneri and with the

assistance of yasumaro no o the book begins with the japanese creation myth explaining the origin of the world and the first seven generations of divine

beings and continues its account through to events of the 8th century it is believed to record accurately the latter reigns of emperor tenji emperor temmu

and empress jito it describes episodes from mythological eras and diplomatic contacts with other countries the nihongi was written in classical chinese

as was common for official documents at that time yasumaro no o died august 15 723 was a japanese nobleman bureaucrat and chronicler he is most

famous for compiling and editing with the assistance of hieda no are the nihongi and the kojiki the two oldest books on japanese history in the earliest

eras of historic japan there existed a hereditary corporation of raconteurs katari be who from generation to generation performed the function of reciting

the exploits of the sovereigns and the deeds of heroes they accompanied themselves on musical instruments and naturally as time went by each set of

raconteurs embellished the language of their predecessors adding supernatural elements and introducing details which belonged to the realm of

romance rather than to that of ordinary history these katari be would seem to have been the sole repository of their country s annals until the sixth

century of the christian era their repertories of recitation included records of the great families as well as of the sovereigns and it is easy to conceive that

the favour and patronage of these high personages were earned by ornamenting the traditions of their households and exalting their pedigrees but when

the art of writing was introduced towards the close of the fourth century or at the beginning of the fifth and it was seen that in china then the centre of

learning and civilization the art had been applied to the compilation of a national history as well as of other volumes possessing great ethical value the

japanese conceived the ambition of similarly utilizing their new attainment for reasons which will be understood by and by the application of the

ideographic script to the language of japan was a task of immense difficulty and long years must have passed before the attainment of any degree of

proficiency the muromachi age may well emerge in the eyes of historians as one of the most seminal periods in japanese history so concluded the
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participants in the 1973 conference on japan the proceedings as edited for this volume reveal this new interpretation of the muromachi age 1334 1573

which was among the most neglected and misunderstood chapters in japanese history both western and japanese scholars looked upon the period

chiefly as an interlude between a classical era the heian period and an early modern age the tokugawa period the interim being regarded as a time of

social confusion and institutional decay as they learned more historians saw the muromachi age giving rise to new patterns that became important

elements in a distinctly japanese tradition e g the arts of noh drama suiboku painting landscape gardening and the tea ceremony were perfected during

muromachi times the volume brings together the work of japanese and american specialists and shows that many features of edo period culture were

anticipated by muromachi developments although the volume was first published nearly three decades ago it remains of great interest for anyone

wanting to know more about japan s historical development karl friday an internationally recognised authority on japanese warriors provides the first

comprehensive study of the topic to be published in english this work incorporates nearly twenty years of on going research and draws on both new

readings of primary sources and the most recent secondary scholarship it overturns many of the stereotypes that have dominated views of the period

friday analyzes heian kamakura and nambokucho period warfare from five thematic angles he examines the principles that justified armed conflict the

mechanisms used to raise and deploy armed forces the weapons available to early medieval warriors the means by which they obtained them and the

techniques and customs of battle a thorough accessible and informative review this study highlights the complex casual relationships among the

structures and sources of early medieval political power technology and the conduct of war explores the everyday life of eighteenth century japan a time

is its history when it was relatively free from foreign influence magisterial in vision sweeping in scope this monumental work presents a seamless

account of japanese society during the modern era from 1600 to the present a distillation of more than fifty years engagement with japan and its history

it is the crowning work of our leading interpreter of the modern japanese experience since 1600 japan has undergone three periods of wrenching social

and institutional change following the imposition of hegemonic order on feudal society by the tokugawa shogun the opening of japan s ports by

commodore perry and defeat in world war ii the making of modern japan charts these changes the social engineering begun with the founding of the

shogunate in 1600 the emergence of village and castle towns with consumer populations and the diffusion of samurai values in the culture marius

jansen covers the making of the modern state the adaptation of western models growing international trade the broadening opportunity in japanese
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society with industrialization and the postwar occupation reforms imposed by general macarthur throughout the book gives voice to the individuals and

views that have shaped the actions and beliefs of the japanese with writers artists and thinkers as well as political leaders given their due the story this

book tells though marked by profound changes is also one of remarkable consistency in which continuities outweigh upheavals in the development of

society and successive waves of outside influence have only served to strengthen a sense of what is unique and native to japanese experience the

making of modern japan takes us to the core of this experience as it illuminates one of the contemporary world s most compelling transformations bjarke

frellesvig describes the development of the japanese language from its recorded beginnings until the present day as reflected by the written sources and

historical record beginning with a description of the oldest attested stage of the language old japanese approximately the eighth century ad and then

tracing the changes which occurred through the early middle japanese 800 1200 late middle japanese 1200 1600 and the modern japanese 1600

onwards periods a complete internal history of the language is examined and discussed this account provides a comprehensive study of how the

japanese language has developed and adapted providing a much needed resource for scholars a history of the japanese language is invaluable to all

those interested in the japanese language and also students of language change generally for nearly three decades japanese culture has garnered high

praise as an accurate and well written introduction to japanese history and culture this widely used undergraduate text is now available in a new edition

thoroughly updated the fourth edition includes expanded sections on numerous topics among which are samurai values zen buddhism the tea ceremony

confucianism in the tokugawa period the story of the forty seven ronin mito scholarship in the early nineteenth century and mass culture and comics in

contemporary times
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Nihongi 2011-07-12 nihongi chronicles of japan from the earliest times to a d 697 often called the nihonshoki is one of japan s great classics of literature

regarded as one of the seminal original authorities on the mythology and ancient history of japan it remains as fresh today as when it was written in the

eighth century it provides a vivid picture of a nation in formation in the nihongi we see the growth of national awareness following the assimilation of

buddhism and the general chinese and indian influence on japanese culture before its history stretch the mysterious archaeological ages of jomon and

yayoi from the first chapter the age of the gods the fantastic world of ancient japan is laid before us ritual myth and superstition meet with bare feet and

folk custom strong emotions and conflict are seen surging in japan s antiquity few historical documents are as human as the nihongi for a thousand

years emperors scholars courtiers and imperial historians have found in the nihongi knowledge and guidance it remains a key to early japan a gateway

to the actual old japan the translator of the nihongi william george aston pioneered the translation of japanese into english

A Brief History of Japanese Civilization 2006 preface part i beginnings and foundations 1 early japan 2 the impact of continental civilization part ii

aristocrats monks and samurai 3 the heian period 4 the kamakura period 5 the ashikaga shogunate integration and disintegration part iii late traditional

japan 6 the formation of a new order 7 the tokugawa shogunate the middle years part iv japan in the modern world 8 endings and beginnings from

tokugawa to meiji 9 the emergence of modern japan 1874 1894 10 imperial japan 18951931 11 militarism and war 12 the new japan afterword

suggestions for further reading index

Realms of Literacy 2020-03-17 in the world history of writing japan presents an unusually detailed record of transition to literacy extant materials attest to

the social cultural and political contexts and consequences of the advent of writing and reading from the earliest appearance of imported artifacts with

chinese inscriptions in the first century bce through the production of texts within the japanese archipelago in the fifth century to the widespread literacies

and the simultaneous rise of a full fledged state in the late seventh and eighth centuries david b lurie explores the complex processes of adaptation and

invention that defined the early japanese transition from orality to textuality drawing on archaeological and archival sources varying in content style and

medium this book highlights the diverse modes and uses of writing that coexisted in a variety of configurations among different social groups it offers

new perspectives on the pragmatic contexts and varied natures of multiple simultaneous literacies the relations between languages and systems of

inscription and the aesthetic dimensions of writing lurie s investigation into the textual practices of early japan illuminates not only the cultural history of
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east asia but also the broader comparative history of writing and literacy in the ancient world

Early Japanese History, 40 B.C.-1167 A.D. 1964 in man yōshū and the imperial imagination in early japan torquil duthie examines the literary

representation of the late seventh century yamato court as a realm of all under heaven

Early Japanese History ... 1960 covering the period from before the emergence of the first political units through to the formation of the japanese ritsuryo

state in the 8th century this book offers a ground breaking scholarly diachronic analysis of tsumi offence and retribution from a politico historical

perspective taking as its starting point the native forms of tsumi in the realms of myth and prayer the study traces their development through the periods

of the formation of the state and the centralization of the governing structure to the introduction of a written law system of governing through detailed

and logical analysis this study illuminates early japanese political thought written and unwritten law and the essentially political notion of tsumi

Man’yōshū and the Imperial Imagination in Early Japan 2014-01-09 for centuries scholars have wondered what daily life was like for the common people

of japan especially for long bygone eras such as the ancient age 700 1150 using the discipline of historical demography william wayne farris shows that

for most of this era japan s overall population hardly grew at all hovering around six million for almost five hundred years the reasons for the stable

population were complex most importantly japan was caught up in an east asian pandemic that killed both aristocrat and commoner in countless

numbers every generation these epidemics of smallpox measles mumps and dysentery decimated the adult population resulting in wide ranging social

and economic turmoil famine recurred about once every three years leaving large proportions of the populace malnourished or dead ecological

degradation of central japan led to an increased incidence of drought and soil erosion and war led soldiers to murder innocent bystanders in droves

under these harsh conditions agriculture suffered from high rates of field abandonment and poor technological development both farming and industry

shifted increasingly to labor saving technologies with workers at a premium wages rose traders shifted from the use of money to barter cities

disappeared the family was an amorphous entity with women holding high status in a labor short economy broken families and an appallingly high rate

of infant mortality were also part of kinship patterns the average family lived in a cold drafty dwelling susceptible to fire wore clothing made of scratchy

hemp consumed meals just barely adequate in the best of times and suffered from a lack of sanitary conditions that increased the likelihood of disease

outbreak while life was harsh for almost all people from 700 to 1150 these experiences represented investments in human capital that would bear fruit
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during the medieval epoch 1150 1600

Supplement 1896 the introduction of writing enables new forms of literature but these can be invisible in works that survive as manuscripts through

looking at inscriptions of poetry on garbage and as graffiti we can glimpse how literature spread along with writing this study uses these lesser studied

sources including inscriptions on pottery architecture and especially wooden tablets known as mokkan to uncover how poetry and literature more broadly

was used shared and thrown away in early japan through looking at these disposable and informal sources we explore the development of early

japanese literature and even propose parallels to similar developments in other societies across space and time

Tsumi - Offence and Retribution in Early Japan 2013-10-11 from tax and household registers law codes and other primary sources as well as recent

japanese sources william wayne farris has developed the first systematic scientific analysis of early japanese population including the role of disease in

economic development this work provides a comprehensive study of land clearance agricultural technology and rural settlement the function and nature

of ritsuryō institutions are reinterpreted within the revised demographic and economic setting farris s text is illustrated with maps population pyramids for

five localities and photographs and translations of portions of tax and household registers which throw further light on the demography and economy of

japan in the seventh eighth and ninth centuries

Daily Life and Demographics in Ancient Japan 2009-01-09 this major new volume presents innovative recent scholarship on japan s modern history

including its imperial past and transregional entanglements an international team of leading scholars offer accessible and thought provoking essays that

present an expansive global vision of the archipelago s history from c 1868 to the twenty first century japan was the first non western society to become

a modern nation and empire to industrialize and to deliver a high standard of living to virtually all its citizens capturing international attention ever since

these japanese efforts to reshape global hierarchies powered a variety of debates and conflicts both at home and with people and places beyond japan

s shores drawing on the latest japanese and english language scholarship this volume highlights japan s distinctive and fast changing history

Inscribed Objects and the Development of Literature in Early Japan 2023-06-26 this examination of death rituals in early japan finds in the practice of

double burial a key to understanding the taika era 645 710 a d drawing on narratives and poems from the earliest japanese texts the kojiki the

nihonshoki and the man yoshu an anthology of poetry it argues that double burial was the center of a manipulation of myth and ritual for specific
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ideological and factional purposes this volume has significantly raised the standard of scholarship on early japanese and man yoshu studies joseph

kitagawa so convincing is the historical and religious thought displayed here it is impossible to imagine how anyone can ever again read these

documents in the old way alan l miller the journal of religion a central resource for historians of early japan david l barnhill history of religions

Population, Disease, and Land in Early Japan, 645–900 2020-10-26 this book examines the often troubled relationship between japan and china from a

broad interdisciplinary perspective utilising the expertise of chinese japanese and regional specialists working in a variety of fields this original work

approaches the contemporary sources of tensions between these two asian giants from several levels of analysis in particular the domestic state

interface in both countries and the important role of historical perceptions in the region are explored

Early Japan 1984 hagiographies or idealized biographies which recount the lives of saints bodhisattvas and other charismatic figures have been the

meeting place for myth and experience in medieval europe the lives of saints were read during liturgical celebrations and the texts themselves were

treated as sacred objects in japan it was believed that those who read the biographies of lofty monks would acquire merit since hagiographies were

written or compiled by believers the line between fantasy and reality was often obscured this study of the bodhisattva gyoki regarded as the monk who

started the largest social welfare movement in japan illustrates how japanese buddhist hagiographers chose to regard a single monk s charitable

activities as a miraculous achievement that shaped the course of japanese history

The New Cambridge History of Japan: Volume 3, The Modern Japanese Nation and Empire, c.1868 to the Twenty-First Century 2023-05-31 based on

fresh translations of historical documents this volume offers a revealing look at japan during the time of the tokugawa shoguns from 1600 1868 focusing

on the day to day lives of both the rich and powerful and ordinary citizens voices of early modern japan contemporary accounts of daily life during the

age of the shoguns spans an extraordinary period of japanese history ranging from the unification of the warring states under tokugawa ieyasu in the

early 17th century to the overthrow of the shogunate just prior to the mid 19th century opening of japan by the west through close examinations of

sources from a time known as the great peace this fascinating volume offers fresh insights into the tokugawa era its political institutions rigid class

hierarchy artistic and material culture religious life and more sources come from all levels of japanese society everything from government documents

and household records to personal correspondence and diaries all carefully translated and examined in light of the latest scholarship
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Ritual Poetry and the Politics of Death in Early Japan 2020-09-01 from its early stories of gods monsters and mischievous mythical creatures to its more

grounded recountings of historical events this classic collection of the first literary efforts of the japanese people is the preeminent source of knowledge

about japanese antiquity first published in this translation in 1896 includes a history of the shinto variations on the basic myths and legends of the nation

and insight into the manners and customs of the early japanese students of folklore and comparative religion as well as those of japanese history will

find this an invaluable resource british japanologist and diplomat william george aston 1841 1911 was one of the first europeans to acquire a working

understanding of the japanese language he served in japan and korea in a variety of diplomatic posts and authored among other works shinto the way

of the gods and a history of japanese literature

China-Japan Relations in the Twenty-first Century 2007-01-01 the first book that deals with the territorial cults of early japan by focusing on how such

cults were founded in ownerless regions numerous ancient japanese myths and legends are discussed to show that the typical founding ritual was a two

phase ritual that turned the territory into a horizontal microcosm complete with its own terrestrial heaven inhabited by local deities reversing mircea

eliade s popular thesis the author concludes that the concept of the human made horizontal microcosm is not a reflection but the source of the religious

concept of the macrocosm with gods dwelling high up in the sky the open access publication of this book has been published with the support of the

swiss national science foundation

Buddhist Hagiography in Early Japan 2004-10-21 covering the period from before the emergence of the first political units through to the formation of the

japanese ritsuryo state in the 8th century this book offers a ground breaking scholarly diachronic analysis of tsumi offence and retribution from a politico

historical perspective taking as its starting point the native forms of tsumi in the realms of myth and prayer the study traces their development through

the periods of the formation of the state and the centralization of the governing structure to the introduction of a written law system of governing through

detailed and logical analysis this study illuminates early japanese political thought written and unwritten law and the essentially political notion of tsumi

Voices of Early Modern Japan 2012-01-06 the comic books that came out in the 1920s to get americans to read more comprised of many action and

super heroes such as batman superman and wonder woman since 1968 bruce lee playing kato and the green hornet in 1973 the movie enter the

dragon will introduce asian martial arts to the usa and the world this book will show the superhuman feats of the japanese archers psychologically and
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physically and the records they achieved in my opinion these unsung people would be heroes today if more readers knew of these records that the

japanese have in their history the impact of the mental and physical is so extreme that this information hopefully will garner the wow factor

Nihongi 2008-01-01 based on fresh translations of historical documents this volume offers a revealing look at japan during the time of the tokugawa

shoguns from 1600 1868 focusing on the day to day lives of both the rich and powerful and ordinary citizens voices of early modern japan contemporary

accounts of daily life during the age of the shoguns spans an extraordinary period of japanese history ranging from the unification of the warring states

under tokugawa ieyasu in the early 17th century to the overthrow of the shogunate just prior to the mid 19th century opening of japan by the west

through close examinations of sources from a time known as the great peace this fascinating volume offers fresh insights into the tokugawa era its

political institutions rigid class hierarchy artistic and material culture religious life and more sources come from all levels of japanese society everything

from government documents and household records to personal correspondence and diaries all carefully translated and examined in light of the latest

scholarship

Nihongi 1896 the nihon shoki translated as the chronicles of japan is the second oldest book of classical japanese history the book is also called the

nihongi the japanese chronicles it is more elaborate and detailed than the kojiki the oldest book and has proven to be an important tool for historians

and archaeologists as it includes the most complete historical record of ancient japan the nihongi was finished in 720 ad under the editorial supervision

of prince toneri and with the assistance of yasumaro no o the book begins with the japanese creation myth explaining the origin of the world and the first

seven generations of divine beings and continues its account through to events of the 8th century it is believed to record accurately the latter reigns of

emperor tenji emperor temmu and empress jito it describes episodes from mythological eras and diplomatic contacts with other countries the nihongi

was written in classical chinese as was common for official documents at that time yasumaro no o died august 15 723 was a japanese nobleman

bureaucrat and chronicler he is most famous for compiling and editing with the assistance of hieda no are the nihongi and the kojiki the two oldest books

on japanese history

Founding Territorial Cults in Early Japan 2023-12-11 in the earliest eras of historic japan there existed a hereditary corporation of raconteurs katari be

who from generation to generation performed the function of reciting the exploits of the sovereigns and the deeds of heroes they accompanied
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themselves on musical instruments and naturally as time went by each set of raconteurs embellished the language of their predecessors adding

supernatural elements and introducing details which belonged to the realm of romance rather than to that of ordinary history these katari be would seem

to have been the sole repository of their country s annals until the sixth century of the christian era their repertories of recitation included records of the

great families as well as of the sovereigns and it is easy to conceive that the favour and patronage of these high personages were earned by

ornamenting the traditions of their households and exalting their pedigrees but when the art of writing was introduced towards the close of the fourth

century or at the beginning of the fifth and it was seen that in china then the centre of learning and civilization the art had been applied to the

compilation of a national history as well as of other volumes possessing great ethical value the japanese conceived the ambition of similarly utilizing their

new attainment for reasons which will be understood by and by the application of the ideographic script to the language of japan was a task of immense

difficulty and long years must have passed before the attainment of any degree of proficiency

Early Japanese History, 40 B.C.-1167 A.D. 1964 the muromachi age may well emerge in the eyes of historians as one of the most seminal periods in

japanese history so concluded the participants in the 1973 conference on japan the proceedings as edited for this volume reveal this new interpretation

of the muromachi age 1334 1573 which was among the most neglected and misunderstood chapters in japanese history both western and japanese

scholars looked upon the period chiefly as an interlude between a classical era the heian period and an early modern age the tokugawa period the

interim being regarded as a time of social confusion and institutional decay as they learned more historians saw the muromachi age giving rise to new

patterns that became important elements in a distinctly japanese tradition e g the arts of noh drama suiboku painting landscape gardening and the tea

ceremony were perfected during muromachi times the volume brings together the work of japanese and american specialists and shows that many

features of edo period culture were anticipated by muromachi developments although the volume was first published nearly three decades ago it

remains of great interest for anyone wanting to know more about japan s historical development

Tsumi - Offence and Retribution in Early Japan 2013-10-11 karl friday an internationally recognised authority on japanese warriors provides the first

comprehensive study of the topic to be published in english this work incorporates nearly twenty years of on going research and draws on both new

readings of primary sources and the most recent secondary scholarship it overturns many of the stereotypes that have dominated views of the period
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friday analyzes heian kamakura and nambokucho period warfare from five thematic angles he examines the principles that justified armed conflict the

mechanisms used to raise and deploy armed forces the weapons available to early medieval warriors the means by which they obtained them and the

techniques and customs of battle a thorough accessible and informative review this study highlights the complex casual relationships among the

structures and sources of early medieval political power technology and the conduct of war

Early Japanese History 1915 explores the everyday life of eighteenth century japan a time is its history when it was relatively free from foreign influence

A History of the Japanese People from the Earliest Times to the End of the Meija Era 1974 magisterial in vision sweeping in scope this monumental

work presents a seamless account of japanese society during the modern era from 1600 to the present a distillation of more than fifty years engagement

with japan and its history it is the crowning work of our leading interpreter of the modern japanese experience since 1600 japan has undergone three

periods of wrenching social and institutional change following the imposition of hegemonic order on feudal society by the tokugawa shogun the opening

of japan s ports by commodore perry and defeat in world war ii the making of modern japan charts these changes the social engineering begun with the

founding of the shogunate in 1600 the emergence of village and castle towns with consumer populations and the diffusion of samurai values in the

culture marius jansen covers the making of the modern state the adaptation of western models growing international trade the broadening opportunity in

japanese society with industrialization and the postwar occupation reforms imposed by general macarthur throughout the book gives voice to the

individuals and views that have shaped the actions and beliefs of the japanese with writers artists and thinkers as well as political leaders given their

due the story this book tells though marked by profound changes is also one of remarkable consistency in which continuities outweigh upheavals in the

development of society and successive waves of outside influence have only served to strengthen a sense of what is unique and native to japanese

experience the making of modern japan takes us to the core of this experience as it illuminates one of the contemporary world s most compelling

transformations

Early Japan 2015-12-09 bjarke frellesvig describes the development of the japanese language from its recorded beginnings until the present day as

reflected by the written sources and historical record beginning with a description of the oldest attested stage of the language old japanese

approximately the eighth century ad and then tracing the changes which occurred through the early middle japanese 800 1200 late middle japanese
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1200 1600 and the modern japanese 1600 onwards periods a complete internal history of the language is examined and discussed this account

provides a comprehensive study of how the japanese language has developed and adapted providing a much needed resource for scholars a history of

the japanese language is invaluable to all those interested in the japanese language and also students of language change generally

History of Kyudo and Iaido in Early Japan 2012-01-06 for nearly three decades japanese culture has garnered high praise as an accurate and well

written introduction to japanese history and culture this widely used undergraduate text is now available in a new edition thoroughly updated the fourth

edition includes expanded sections on numerous topics among which are samurai values zen buddhism the tea ceremony confucianism in the tokugawa

period the story of the forty seven ronin mito scholarship in the early nineteenth century and mass culture and comics in contemporary times

Voices of Early Modern Japan 2013-01-24

The Nihongi 2009

Early Japan (ELL). 1912

A History of the Japanese People From the Earliest Times to the End of the Meiji Era 1977-01-01

Japan in the Muromachi Age 2004-08-02

Samurai, Warfare and the State in Early Medieval Japan 2002

Historiographical Trends in Early Japan 2002

Daily Life in Early Modern Japan 1897

Japan: The early Japanese and their history 2009-07-01

The Making of Modern Japan 1980-01-01

Early Japanese History (40 B. C.-A. D. 1167) 2010-07-29

A History of the Japanese Language 2020

Early Japanese Trade, Administration and Interactions with the West 2000-03-01

Japanese Culture
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